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Abstract—The integration of significant volumes of distributed and renewable energy resources directly connected to the distribution network raises new requirements to maintain and operate the power system in secure state. Thus the Distribution Management System (DMS) needs to be updated and integrated with new functionality to provide effective support for the operators. The DMS is a control center solution that provides the needed functionality for the management of medium and low voltage distribution networks. This paper aims to provide an overview of the main functions present in today’s DMS platforms and to identify the new requirements to better serve in a smart grid context.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To ensure the integration of significant volumes of distributed energy resources (DER) connected to different voltage levels, adequate observability of the system operating state is a requirement for a reliable and secure supply of electricity. From a control system perspective, transmission system operators (TSOs) are able to keep the system stable and balanced because they can observe the transmission grid and control a significant share of the total generation. TSOs control and maintain the system in secure state using energy management system platform (EMS). Energy system management and distribution system management (DMS) have different control objectives. Since the majority of generation resources are connected to the transmission grid, the EMS has an energy focus and provides different functionality compared to the DMS.

The high integration of renewable energy sources (RES) and distributed generation (DG) directly connected to the distribution grid (e.g. wind plants, photovoltaic plants, and active consumers such as electric vehicles) and the deployment of demand response technique transforms the distribution grid from passive grid to active grid. However, the majority of the power flow will be managed by the distribution system operators (DSOs) instead of TSOs.

A great challenge is to control many small and distributed generation units instead of controlling few large generation units. The system could be kept stable and balanced using a centralized control action as it is today (from TSO). In this case we need advanced information communication technology (ICT) infrastructure with huge amount of data to be transmitted to the TSO. Alternative solution is the transition to distributed control action where distributed units could be locally or remotely controlled from the operator. In this case the operator control area is much smaller than TSO’s area. Therefore DSO needs to address the challenges since the majority of generation units are connected to the distribution grid which is not sufficiently observed. Implementing a distributed architecture, DSOs will be responsible for local balancing and voltage control replacing some of TSO’s role. Therefore, the distribution management system should be updated to better serve the new requirements.

The DMS has a control room focus in assisting the operator to maintain and operate the system in secure state, minimizing losses and optimizing the lines power flow capacity. DMS coordinates real-time functions within the distribution network with the non-real-time (manually operated devices) information needed to properly control and manage the network on a regular basis. The key to a DMS is the organization of the distribution network model database, access to all supporting ICT infrastructure and applications necessary to populate the model and support the other daily operating tasks. DMS functionality can be divided into three categories:

1) System monitoring
2) Decision support
3) Control actions

Moreover, different vendors describe DMS using the combination of two different terms or products, supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) and human machine interface (HMI). The major function of SCADA is acquiring data from remote devices such as transmitters and providing an overall control remotely from a SCADA host software platform. The HMI provides a user interface with a graphics-based visualization to monitor and control the system.

This analysis of DMS functionality is conducted as a part of EU FP7 project ELECTRA IRP[1]. ELECTRA aims to develop new control schemes for the real time operation of the 2030 power system to ensure dynamic balance and stability in a future power system with a high share of decentralized generation. The future power system envisaged in the ELECTRA project will consist in web of cells, defined as a network area with distributed energy resources and loads in a delimited geographical area. Each cell managed by a single operator who takes responsibility of frequency and voltage control. An inter-cell coordination control layer will support system-wide optimized reserves activation if the cell state and system state allows, which imply advanced
communication infrastructure and new functionality to be integrated into the DMS.

This paper is divided into five sections: in section II we present state of the art of the DMS defining the main functions present in different DMS platforms. In section III we present the future DMS platform requirements to maintain and operate the system in secure state. In section IV conclusion and future work are reported.

II. STATE OF THE ART

DMS functionality can be divided into three categories as shown in Fig. 1.

1) System monitoring
2) Control actions
3) Decision support

The system monitoring provides an accurate state of the system using a significant number of real time and near real time information about the current status. The real-time information would include data from remote terminal units (RTU) in substations and feeders. The “near real time” information would include measurement equipment (e.g. distribution substation transformers, load tap changers and distributed generating resources).

The control action is able to control power system apparatus located at distribution substations and field locations. The DMS platform makes available different control actions such as direct control and operator control. The direct control action is realized directly by the DMS without any operator intervention, for example opening a switch breaker to interrupt a fault. The operator control can be divided into two categories, the remote control and the manual control. The remote control is when the operator able to control remotely the apparatus using the SCADA system. The manual control is when the operator needs to call the field crew to open or close a switch which is not remotely controlled [2].

The decision support provides the operator with a set of solutions to enhance the system reliability and efficiency. It provides a decision support solutions as well as appropriate control actions.

The DMS platform is provided by various vendors with different functions. The common and main functions can be summarized as:

1) State estimation
2) Power flow
3) Volt / Var control
4) Fault management and system restoration
5) Short circuit analysis
6) Load management

Following the DMS functionality classification as described in the beginning of this section, the above mentioned functions can be regrouped into the three different categories.

1) System monitoring
   • State estimation
   • Power flow
2) Control actions
   • Volt / Var control
3) Decision support
   • Fault management and system restoration
   • Short circuit analysis
   • Load management

The three categories interact with each other and the operator in order to maintain the system in secure state and optimize the system operation. The different functions are linked to each other even if they belong to a different group. For example, the state estimation belongs to the system monitoring category but at the same time the state estimation evaluation is used in the Volt / Var tool. In Fig. 2 we represented the interaction between the three functionality categories.

A. State estimation

The state estimation has a fundamental role in monitoring and controlling the system and is a key functionality in the EMS, being responsible for estimating the state of the power system. As the distribution grid is becoming active due
mainly to the integration of distributed renewable generators directly connected to the low and medium voltage grid, the state estimation started to be a key function in the DMS. The state estimation recreates values for different distribution system variables using the available data present in the SCADA system[3].

B. Power flow
The power flow function is a numerical analysis of the power flow in an interconnected system. These calculations are initiated on periodic basis or in case of any significant change in the network. The operator can also initiate the calculation if needed. This tool uses different visualization techniques, for example a single line diagram to provide the operator with the electrical conditions as well as the power distribution on the different lines, assisting the operator to understand the system state and abnormal conditions e.g. overload in line sections [2].

C. Volt / Var control
Volt / Var control determines the best control action to maintain the voltage profile within a desired range and minimizing system losses controlling the reactive power flow in the distribution system [4]. This function provides the operator with the best actions and recommendations to maintain the high quality voltage profile minimizing the losses and the reactive power demands. During this operation different resources can be used such as Tap Changer, Facts devices and capacitor banks.

D. Fault management and system restoration
This is a restoration functionality which improves reliability and power quality reducing the number of customers affected by the fault and the outage time duration. The tool detects and isolates the faulted section, then restores the service using a new configuration of the network. In the following paragraph is presented a use case with three loads and a fault between Load 1 and Load 2 as shown in Fig. 3.

The logical intelligent devices identify the fault location and decide the best action to isolate the fault and restore the service to the unaffected customers. The programmed logic based on the RTU will isolate the fault by opening Breaker 2 to interrupt the power flow to Load 2 and Load 3, as shown in Fig. 4. Afterwards the normally open Breaker 4 will be closed to restore the service to Load 3 minimizing the number of customers affected by the fault, as it is shown in Fig. 5[5].

E. Short circuit analysis
Short circuit analysis allows the operator to calculate the current after an estimated fault condition in the system, providing him the estimated value to be compared with the switchgear breaking capabilities and limits. This function assists the operator during the network reconfiguration.

F. Load management
Since base load peak load ratio can be very high in distribution network which cause a stress on both lines and feeders, the load management must reconfigure the network to handle this situation achieving high efficiency in the system operation. Fig. 6 shows a normal configuration of the network where all the three loads are connected to Grid A. Assuming an overloading on the connection line between Grid A and the others loads, the DMS will propose a different switching configuration to optimize the grid operation as shown in Fig. 7.
Based on different EU projects, it is expected that by 2030 between 52% and 89% of electricity production will be generated by renewable energy resources mainly connected to the distribution grid [6], [7]. The integration of distributed generators and renewable resources into the grid raises new needs to control and maintain the system in secure state. To provide solutions for the different challenges that DSOs are facing today (addressed in the first section), advanced DMS applications are needed. The authors foresee new needs to operate and control the system and consequently new functions to be integrated into the DMS. Fig. 8 presents an overview of the DMS platform new requirements.

On the left side of Fig. 8 we have the current functions related to the current needs while on the right side we have new needs and the related functions. This section defines different uses cases taking into account the smart grid context and the ELECTRA project.

### A. Load Estimation

Since the distribution system was mainly passive there was no need to measure and monitor the different bus loads. Nowadays with the integration of active consumers such as electric vehicles (EV) and residential photovoltaic (PV) systems, the load estimation and forecasting become complicate but more fundamental for operational planning and real time control of the grid. One of the solutions to overcome the lack of measurement in the distribution grid is the use of intelligent devices (IED) that can be programmed to perform certain automated tasks. IED can replace the traditional electromechanical relays providing additional functionality such as measurement of instantaneous volts, amp and power improving the load estimation reliability [5]. One of the challenges is to collect and communicate in real time those values to the DMS database updating the load estimation algorithm. Thus advanced communication technologies and new measurement devices need to be integrated between the DMS and the field to support the load estimation function. For example, different RTU devices are integrated with Modbus/TCP/IP/ fiber optic ports to improve the communication between field devices and RTU.

### B. Load Geographical Information System (GIS)

Following the distributed control architecture and the transition of the power production from few large generation units to many small generation units, raise new needs for the system operator. The system operator could be a cell operator referred to the ELECTRA project or the DSO referred to the current architecture. The system operator need to control voltage deviation and power flow imbalances using resources located as close as possible to the occurring problem to minimize the reactive power flow distance and consequently the losses. Therefore the operator needs to be aware of the resources position. The geographical Information System should be integrated into the network model providing the operator with a geographical representation of the network, as it is shown in Fig. 9.

![Fig. 9 A portion of the LV network operated by DONG-Denmark](image_url)

Different Distribution System Operators (DSO) started to upgrade the DMS to achieve better real time visualization. For example, Dong Energy in collaboration with Schneider Electric started to integrate a new DMS system. The new DMS can represent the network as a schematic representation as well as a geographical representation. Thus the operator will have a better overview of the system and will be also able to guide more efficiently the field crew [8].

### C. Synthetic inertia

The system inertia in the power system smooths both small and large frequency variations after a disturbance, keeping the rate of change of the frequency (ROCOF) within acceptable limits. In today’s power system the ROCOF is limited mainly by the kinetic energy in the rotating generators. The variation in the rotor speed implies a
variation in the kinetic energy transformed into electric power to be changed with the grid. This dynamic is described by the equation of motion [9]:

\[ T_m - T_e = J \frac{d\omega_m}{dt} \]  

(1)

The rotational rate of change \( \frac{d\omega_m}{dt} \) of the machine is proportional to the difference between the mechanical input torque to the machine \( T_m \) and the electrical load on the machine \( T_e \). The rotational rate of change is scaled by the moment of inertia \( J \).

In the future power system we are facing a new challenge due to the integration of static generators (converters) replacing the rotating machines. Thus the direct coupled inertia provided by direct-coupled machines decreases [10]. For example PV systems and wind turbines connected to the grid with full converter. A solution could be the synthetic inertia response which is a facility able to replicate the inertia grid with full converter coupled generators.

As envisioned in the ELECTRA architecture, also the inertia needs to be properly handled by the DMS [10]. Therefore the DMS should include a new function to provide the operator in real time the total available amount of inertia response within the cell, the available amount that could be delivered to neighbor cells and the available amount that could be received from neighbor cells.

**D. Energy storage monitoring**

According to the recommendations for the European Energy Storage Technology Development Roadmap [13], electrical storage prices are projected to drop. Therefore storage will be a cost effective solution for offering ancillary service. Electrical storage could deal with the fluctuations caused mainly by forecast errors and renewable resources intermittency. The storage technology started to be tested in different EU projects such as Grid4EU. The DMS should provide the operator with the battery schedules, location and the related energy prices in such a way to enable the operator to use energy storage systems available within the cell as well as energy storage systems from neighbor cells.

**E. Vehicles to grid**

Electric Vehicles have become quite popular in some countries due to climate change concerns and different advantages such as cheaper fuel and more silent operation. For example, in Norway are present more than 13,000 EV's [14]. Through smart grid, EVs can offer a unique benefit called vehicle to grid (V2G) technology. Electric vehicles with V2G capabilities can be considered as controllable loads responding to frequency fluctuations [15]. The operator needs to take advantage of the connected EVs to the grid and the relative percentage of power that could participate in the primary frequency control [16], [17]. Therefore the DMS needs to integrate new algorithms to allow the participation of EVs in the primary frequency control.

**F. Scaling DMS for supervisory control**

The increasing penetration of distributed generation units into distribution grids implies new requirement to control the system from TSOs and DSOs level. The deployment of DER units increases the responsibility of DSOs. Increasingly TSO and DSO are required to communicate to maintain the system in secure state. We observe a development to more active distribution grids, which we can classify into four stages:

1. Increased observability
2. Active network management
3. Transfer of (control) responsibility to DSOs
4. Self-responsible distribution system operation

**Stage 1:** In the near future DSOs need to increase the distribution grid observability due to the high integration of DER units and renewable resources which are weather dependent [18]. For example in Germany PV are monitored and support frequency by local control. According to the German VDE AR-N 4105 guidelines for the low and medium voltage grid, frequencies over 50.2 Hz lead to smooth power reduction of PV systems according to a predefined characteristic curve [19].

**Stage 2:** Active power management of DER units is becoming increasingly important for solving congestions in both transmission and distribution grid. For example, German feed-in tariff law has required owners of PV systems with active power less than 30 kWp to either limit the reactive power output to 70% of the installed capacity or install a remote control interface to receive temporal power reduction signals from the DSO, if necessary. Units with more than 30 kWp must be controllable remotely [19].

**Stage 3:** We foresee that DSO in the feature will support more actively TSO in controlling the system, transferring some of TSO’s responsibility to DSO. For example, reactive power management could be handled by the DSO. In line with that, Swissgrid, the Swiss TSO, developed a concept for the coordinated voltage control of the 220/380 kV transmission system that enables, along with transmission connected power plants, the active participation of underlying distribution grids [20].

**Stage 4:** Following the ELECTRA web of cells concept, the DSO will be completely responsible of the voltage and frequency control of his own cell. For example, active and reactive power management.

It can be observed that stages 1 and 2 already led to more TSO-DSO interaction. For example TSOs having access to online measurement of DER units connected to the MV grid which belong to the DSO’s grid; and able to curtail those units in case of necessity by an official communication to the DSO (e.g. phone call).

To analyze how the supervisory control supported by the DMS, we distinguish three types of control approaches: local, centralized and distributed control.
The local control of Stage 1 does not require communication with the DMS since the DER units react to specific situations according to predefined parameters. For example, disconnection of PV inverters at over frequency values predefined from DSOs. Here, no supervisory control, but only increased observability is needed.

The central control technique is a communication based approach wherever the distribution system operator able to control remotely and individually each DER unit. For example, remotely curtail the active power of a wind plant to resolve congestion issues [19]. Supervisory control for centralized control systems is straightforward, due to a clear command hierarchy.

The distributed control techniques are communication based control strategy. For example, different DER units clustered into different cells with integrated autonomous control to support grid stability and optimize the economic efficiency. Practical application is implemented in the PV systems. Different PV units are clustered together and controlled from a micro DMS in the substation and monitored by the DSO. Supervising such is more complex, as it requires observation of both the internal state and goals of the distributed controller as well as the detailed network state.

In a realistic distribution grid, the need for supervision and control will depend on the actually deployed resources. Therefore a flexible, layered or modular DMS architecture will be required.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The introduction of distributed energy resources into the power system requires new control schemes and coordination between different actors. This paper presented the state of the art of the distribution management system related to the current needs and detailing some of the functions present in different platform. This paper also presented the new requirement of the system operator to maintain and operate the system in secure state and identify the related new function to be integrated in the DMS. Supervisory control of the DMS, new roles of DSOs and the interaction between TSOs and DSOs have been presented.

Future work will deal with the definition of analytics for power systems supervisory controls and with the investigation of new control architecture and DMS system architecture.
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